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ABSTRACT
Pulmonic ingressive speech is often mentioned anecdotally in
the linguistic research. Most previous studies investigating the
phenomenon have stressed the paralinguistic function of
ingressive speech (IS). This paper studies IS in two corpora of
spontaneous Swedish speech. Eight subjects made business
travel bookings in two data collections. In one corpus the
subjects talked with a real, human travel agent; in the other they
spoke with what they believed was a computer, played by a
professional actor. The results show that all subjects made use
of IS in the human–human setting, while no one used IS in the
human–machine setting. These results strengthen the notion that
IS is a speech phenomenon that is truly associated with human
interactions. The results are discussed from the perspective of
possible underlying factors, including discourse structure,
gender issues, and possible enhancements in automatic speechbased dialog systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the production of pulmonic ingressive
speech (as opposed to glottal ingressive or velaric ingressive
speech). Despite ubiquitous anecdotal information, not much
seems to have been written on the subject, although it is
possible to find reports of ingressive speech (IS) in e.g., all
North European countries.1 Most of these works have discussed
the issue primarily from a discourse angle, and stressed the
paralinguistic function IS serves, in particular its interactional
role in spontaneous human–human (HH) conversation, e.g., as a
specific feedback marker, an extra strong confirmation, a topicclosing marker, or as a “bonding” device. It is also often
claimed that women make use of IS more often than men.
This paper will also focus on the interactional aspects of IS.
While previous studies have examined human–human
conversations, the present study compares human–human
dialogs with human–machine dialogs over a telephone line, in
which subjects performed identical tasks in all other respects.
Reeves & Nass [9] claim that humans interact with media in
basically the same way they interact with other human beings.
Based on the observations in this study, potential implications
for this claim are discussed, and possible enhancements in
automatic speech-based dialog systems are suggested.
1

An exhaustive review of the literature on ingressive speech will be
given in Robert Eklund: Ingressive Speech: What, How, Where, Who,
and Why (in preparation).

2.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

It is often said that IS is typical of Scandinavian speakers, and
that non-Scandinavians who encounter IS in Swedish or
Norwegian get the impression that the speaker either is about to
suffocate or is suffering from severe shock [3:33], is surprised,
or has a heart condition [5]. Allwood reports IS in corpora of
spontaneous Swedish speech and gives examples of the IS
particles “ja”, “jaha”, “jo” (variants of ‘yes’) and “nä” (‘no’)
[2:97]. Another study that mentions ingressive feedback words
in Swedish is Landqvist [6]. Stølen [11] describes the use of
ingressive “ja” (yes) in Danish, while Hakulinen [4] analyzes
IS in Finnish. Pitschmann [8] discusses the phenomenon as it
occurs in German and Scandinavian languages, including
Icelandic, and Peters [7] describes the paralinguistic role of IS
in Maine English and Norwegian. In a recent study,
Kobayashi [5] has made an extensive analysis of IS in
Norwegian from a discourse perspective, while Shorrocks [10]
analyzes IS in Newfoundland English, and also reports IS in
British dialects and Irish.

3.

DATA AND METHOD

Two corpora of spontaneous Swedish telephone speech were
used. Both were collected in 1997.
In the first corpus, WOZ2, forty-six subjects booked business
travels, speaking with what they believed was an automatic
travel booking system. In fact, an actor (or ‘wizard’) pretended
to be the speech synthesizer/computer, reading out small set of
scripted utterances. This means that the quality of the “speech
synthesis” was perfect, containing no acoustic artifacts, typical
of state-of-the art speech synthesizers. This corpus will be
referred to as the Human–Machine (HM) corpus.
In the second corpus, Nymans, eight subjects—all of whom
had participated in WOZ2—performed the same exact tasks as
in WOZ2, this time speaking with real, human travel agents at
the travel agency Nyman & Schultz, in Haninge, Sweden. This
corpus will be referred to as the Human–Human (HH) corpus.
Since WOZ2 was conducted six months prior to Nymans, it can
be assumed that no learning effects show up in the data.
Summary statistics for both corpora are presented in Table 1.
The subjects/agents were sitting in a room with a headset
phone (used for DAT recordings), as well as a normal, landline
telephone (used to tap the telephone line). Thus, the setting was
naturalistic for the agents, near-natural for the subjects.
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Table 1: Summary statistics for WOZ2 and Nymans. WOZ2
figures are given separately for the eight subjects who
participated in Nymans. (Thus the “WOZ2/also in Nymans”
column is consequently properly included in the WOZ2 data.)
WOZ2
WOZ2 also
Nymans
in Nymans
No. subjects
46 (32/14F)
8 (6M/2F)
No. dialogs
140
24
24
No. utterances
3444
625
1730
No. utts./dial.
25
26
72
The subjects were given the tasks in mainly iconic form,
using a variety of symbols to denote hotels, prices, trains etc.
This was done to avoid linguistic biasing, which is a known
effect when written instructions are used. All subjects
performed three or four tasks each.
All data were labeled and analyzed by the author, using
waves™ on a Sun work station.

(affirmative) feedback “mm”. Also noteworthy is that of all “ja”
produced, over 10% are ingressive, making it the 33rd most
common word (tokens) in the corpus, ranking alongside
egressive “nej” (‘no’), “med” (‘with’) and “inte” (‘not’)—all of
which having 51 tokens.
Table 3: Relative frequency of ingressive and corresponding
egressive feedback markers pooled for clients and agents in
WOZ2 and Nymans. Note that both clients and agents also
make use of a variety of other, egressive-only, feedback words.
Type
Client
Agent
Ingressive Egressive Ingressive Egressive
ja
51
658
14
27
(‘yes’)

mm

12

361

–

–

1

3

–

–

1

52

1

3

1

1

–

–

1

3

–

–

1

69

–

–

68

1162

15

30

(‘mm-hm’)

a
(‘yeah’)

nej
(‘no’)

4.
4.1.

RESULTS

Frequency distribution of ingressive speech items

All instances of IS are listed in Table 2.

jorå
(‘oh yes’)

jadå
(‘indeed’)

bra
(‘good’)

Table 2: Ingressive speech for clients in WOZ2 (HM) and for
clients and agents in Nymans (HH). The question mark
indicates that the item is barely audible, even with headphones.
Client
Gender
HM
HH
Client
Agent
Client
Agent
1 (LL)
M
F
0
1
0
2 (DM)
M
F
0
2
0
3 (MN)
M
F
0
4
0
4 (FS)
F
F
0
34
12
5 (HS)
M
M
0
12
3
6 (BU)
F
M
0
1
0
7 (RO)
M
M
0
6
0
8 (MS)
M
M
1?
8
0
1?
68
15
Σ

Σ

4.3. Human–Machine vs. Human–Human
The highly scripted system utterances in WOZ2 included none
of the words in Table 2, or indeed any other similar feedback
words, and one must ask whether feedback signaling is needed
from the agent to elicit feedback signaling in the subjects. Do
subjects/clients give feedback even if the system does not make
use of similar linguistic means? The occurrence of clientproduced feedback words broken down for WOZ2 and Nymans
is shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Frequency of feedback words in WOZ2 (HM) and
Nymans (HH). As “ja” (yes) counts all variants, such as “jaha”.
Client

As can be seen, while all subjects produced IS in Nymans, no
one, with one possible exception, made use of ingressives in
WOZ2. The sole example of IS in HM is barely audible, even
with headphones (DAT recording), and is probably similar to
something Stølen calls “inner-directed” [11:672].
As a control, the frequency of IS was checked in the entire
WOZ2 corpus—i.e., the other 38 subjects (26M/12F), 116
dialogs and 2819 utterances—without finding a single instance
of IS.
4.2.

Typology of ingressive speech items

All instances of IS are typical feedback words, i.e. ingressive
variants of (normally egressively produced) words such as “ja”
(‘yes’) or “nej” (‘no’)—which occur both in voiced and
unvoiced form—affirmative “mm” (always voiced) or other
feedback words like “bra” (‘good’, ‘ok’). The distribution of
types is shown in Table 3.
The data in Table 3 confirm the literature in that “ja” is by far
the most common ingressive feedback signal in Swedish, and
other Scandinavian languages, followed by the likewise

1 (LL)
2 (DM)
3 (MN)
4 (FS)
5 (HS)
6 (BU)
7 (RO)
8 (MS)
Σ

“ja”, ”jo” etc.
HM
HH
4
55
23
69
17
16
11
109
1
112
2
96
1
116
15
143
74
716

“mm”
HM
HH
10
28
0
81
9
33
16
121
0
44
0
24
0
34
0
0
35
377

“nej”
HM
HH
5
8
9
3
9
3
4
14
2
5
2
7
4
6
4
7
39
52

Although there are significant differences between the HM and
HH settings, the interesting observation, however, is that all
subjects make use of feedback words in the both the HH and the
HM corpora. This implies that feedback from the system is not
a prerequisite for feedback in the clients. However, it must be
noted that not all these words, or their particular function at
given places, have identical “status”. While some instances of
e.g., “ja” are clear cases of feedback signals, some are simply
replies to yes/no-questions, with little paralinguistic function.
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4.4. Distribution of IS in the dialogs
The distribution of IS in the dialogs are shown in Table 5

“bonding” function [11:674]. This could also explain their
absence in WOZ2: humans simply don’t bond with machines!

Table 5: Distribution of ingressive speech in Nymans (HH)
broken down by task/dialog for both subjects/clients and agents.
Client
Dialog
IS
number
Client
Agent
1 (LL)
1
0
0
2
0
0
3
1
0
2 (DM)
1
0
0
2
1
0
3
1
0
3 (MN)
1
1
0
2
2
0
3
1
0
4 (FS)
1
6
1
2
16
1
3
12
10
5 (HS)
1
3
0
2
3
3
3
6
0
6 (BU)
1
0
0
2
0
0
3
1
0
7 (RO)
1
3
0
2
2
0
3
1
0
8 (MS)
1
2
0
2
5
0
3
1
0

5.2. The role of dialog structure
While the wizard in WOZ2 employed a small set of highly
scripted utterances, the dialogs in Nymans were fully free, and
not only were more utterances used to solve the same tasks
(cf. Table 1), the fact that clients could speak more freely
without being misunderstood or in any way restricted surely
allowed for more genuine speech. Thus, it could be the case that
a system that simply allows for freer, less constrained,
conversation could elicit IS in the clients.

In all four dialogs where both client and agent use IS, it is the
client who initiates its use. Client 4 makes very frequent use of
IS, and it is notable that it is only in those dialogs the (female)
agent makes use of IS. However, the fact that the client makes
use of IS is not enough to elicit the same behavior in the agents,
since client 5 makes frequent use of IS in the third dialog,
without eliciting IS in the (male) agent

5.

DISCUSSION

The most striking observations that can be made from the data
presented above are that 1) all subjects employ IS in the HH
dialogs, and 2) no subjects employ IS in the HM dialogs This
lends strong support to the notion that something “human” is
lacking in the interaction with the (assumed) machine. Some
potential factors will be discussed below.
5.1.

The role of system feedback

Feedback is typical of human interaction, and Stølen points out
that ingressive feedback is typical of telephone speech, where
visual feedback is missing [11:671]. (However, Hakulinen
[4:52] did not find IS in her telephone data.) As was shown, the
fact that the WOZ2 system provided no feedback signals is
surely to a large degree responsible for the lack of IS in WOZ2,
but cannot be the only explanation, since the subjects still
produce feedback signals in WOZ2, only fewer.
Another function of feedback markers, and a possible
characteristic trait of IS, is that they serve some kind of

5.3. The role of gender
In the literature, it is often claimed that women employ more IS
[4:52, footnote 6][11:671][5:95]. The data in the present study
are too scarce to either corroborate or refute any assumptions
about gender differences. The clearest observation, however, is
that all subjects use IS in the HH corpus. However, the two
dialogs where the highest frequency of IS are found are both
same-gender dialogs, confirming Stølen [11:674], who points
out that discourse particles in general rise in frequency in
same-gender conversation. Also, while the three instances of
the (male) agent’s IS in dialog 5 are produced in a row (at 806,
860 and 906 seconds into the dialog), without any intervening
IS from the client, the (female–female) dialog 4 includes five
instances where the client and the agent produce IS in an
intertwined way within less than three-second time frames,
lending support to Stølen’s conclusion that women use IS
particles to regulate their conversation. [11:676].
5.4. The role of linguistic function
Several studies have discussed the function of IS particles.
Hakulinen [4] discusses the functions affective, self-directed,
turn-taking, responsive and topic-closing in her data on Finnish.
Stølen, analyzing Danish, mentions the functions affirmative,
inner-directed, and aligning [11].
The main function of IS in Swedish is feedback signaling.
Allwood lists IS as one of several possible “phonological and
morphological operations” used on feedback words in Swedish
[1:19]. Landqvist [6:142–146], also studying Swedish, argues
that the main functions of IS are argumentative, restating
information already mentioned, and topic-closing, signaling that
everything that could be said within a discourse fragment is
already said.
Kobayashi [5:27–29] lists seven possible functions of IS in
Norwegian: 1. Feedback. 2. Self-reflecting. 3. Irritation or
impatience. 4. Friendliness or intimacy (cf. Hakulinen [6:52]).
5. Confirmative (cf. Landqvist’s argumentative). 6. Concluding
(cf. Landqvist’s topic-closing). 7. Turn-taking. Kobayashi
[5:95] finds support for functions 1, 6, 5 and 7, in that order of
(falling) frequency, which more or less corroborates
Landqvist’s findings for Swedish.
The results of a functional analysis of the data in this paper
are shown in Table 6.
The present data seem to confirm some of the findings in the
literature. The feedback function is by far the most common. It
must, however, be pointed out here that words like “yes” are
also used as simple replies to yes/no-questions, with very little
obvious paralinguistic function, and that all such instances have
been counted as feedback here. The closing function is the
second most frequent function encountered in the present data,
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which agrees with Kobayashi’s results. Kobayashi, however,
found no clear instances where IS was used to signal intimacy.
Although interpretation of function is difficult, the five
instances of “aligned” IS in dialog 4 could be said to serve the
function of intimacy. The confirmation function is also clearly
found in most dialogs. The other functions listed by Kobayashi
are not found in the present data.

speech acoustically, it also serves specific linguistic functions,
and consequently cannot be discarded without good reason. It
would be extremely interesting to see whether IS in the machine
would elicit IS in the subjects. If the machine were to employ
such a truly human trait, would humans be lured into “bonding
with machines”?

Table 6: Functions of IS in the present corpora. The data for
subjects 1–3 and 6–8 are pooled, while the figures for dialog 4
and 5 are broken down for clients and agents. Note that the
some figures exceed the sum totals in Table 2, since instances
of IS may serve more than one function.
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Feedback
Closing
Intimacy
Confirming

1–3/6–8
Clients
16
5
–
1

6.

4
Client
21
7
5
4

5
Agent
7
3
5
3

Client
7
4
1
–

Agent
–
–
–
3

CONCLUSIONS

Reeves & Nass [9] claim that people tend to treat and react to
media (TV, computers etc.) much the same way they treat
human beings, based on the assumption that human behavior is
profoundly social for evolutionary reasons. One example that
confirms this in the present study is the observation that
paralinguistic feedback does occur in WOZ2. However, other
observations in this study seem to run counter to a strong
interpretation of Reeves & Nass, since the results seem to
suggest that human beings indeed do make a difference with
regard to how they treat media, making use of ingressive
feedback only in the HH setting. This is even more interesting
given that feedback signals like “yeah” to a large degree are
subconscious. It must, however, be borne in mind that the more
constrained dialog in WOZ2 surely is partly responsible for
these results. This of course raises the question whether one
could make computers more “human” or “natural” by having
them use IS. If a computer were to use ingressive feedback (or
other possible functions of IS) signals—naturally at the “right”
places— would that elicit IS from humans? If it would, then IS
could be used as a metric to judge the “naturalness” of an
automatic system. If a computerized system is capable of
eliciting IS in humans, then one could assume that the users feel
at ease with the system. In any case, in order to enhance the
naturalness of automatic systems, they should be able to make
use of IS, at least in those languages where IS is a normal
feedback signal.
Not only could IS play a role in the perceived naturalness in
speaking computers. If an automatic system would elicit IS in
the user, then IS would also have to be considered in the
training of automatic speech recognizers. As has been shown,
some speakers make very frequent use of IS. Given how
common feedback markers are, care should be taken to include
them in the training material for recognizers. To that end, it is
important to remember that IS will likely not occur in any other
settings than genuine, spontaneous, human conversation—
which is probably one reason why it is not often noted in the
literature. Thus, IS cannot be elicited in most kinds of formal
settings, typical for how training data are recorded for speech
recognizers. Moreover, not only does IS differ from egressive
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